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DISASTER BY THE NUMBERS

• Runaway train derails at sharp curve in the heart of  Lac-Mégantic, 

travelling at 105 km/h.

• Record 6 million litres of Bakken oil spill, burn and explode: town 

centre incinerated, 47 people die, 26 children orphaned.

• Multiple explosions the largest of which, estimated to have been 

1/16 the magnitude of Hiroshima. 

• Disaster zone was two times larger than that of the World Trade 

Center.

• Worst modern industrial disaster on Canadian soil since the 

Halifax explosion 1917 



REGULATORY CAPTURE

• Asymmetrical power relationship between industry and 

government: gov’t  no longer a countervailing force.

• Powerful industry able to block, delay, dilute, reverse 

regulations, laws, etc. that adversely affect costs—and 

effectively regulate itself

• Regulation routinely benefits private interest 

subordinating safety

• Corollary of capture is a weak and dysfunctional regulator 

whose leadership identifies ideologically with industry 

[cultural capture].



REGULATORY CAPTURE 
[CONT’D]

• Psychological dimension in which officials become 

increasingly gun shy in the face of criticism from their bosses

• Regulator  sees itself more as a partner with industry than an 

independent body accountable to the public 

• Corporations distort ”sound science” arguments, attack critical 
scientists, journalists;. campaigns manipulate public opinion.

• Revolving-door phenomenon, 

• Capture  enhanced through trade/investment treaties



DISASTERS WHERE REGULATORY 
CAPTURE INVOLVED

• Canada 

• Ocean Ranger oil rig off Newfoundland

• Westray mine explosion 

• Walkerton water contamination outbreak

• Listeriosis outbreak at Maple Leaf Foods 

• International 

• Fukushima nuclear 

• Grenfell Tower fire

• Deepwater Horizon oil rig

• Boeing 737 Max 8 crashes

• Opioid epidemic

• Monsanto: glyphosate 

• Climate crisis 



REGULATORY CAPTURE: SEED 
INDUSTRY: 

• The Canadian Seed Growers Association [CSGA] wants to merge with the Canadian Seed 

Association: a lobby group dominated by major corporate players like Bayer [Monsanto]

• CSGA wants to restructure itself as voice of seed companies rather than seed growers; 

lobby the federal government [CFIA] to hand over. authority for seed regulation to these 

companies. 

• A play by the corporate sector to secure its hold and control over regulations –
intensification of regulatory capture

• If proposed changes go through:

• Farmers will pay royalties on their own seed or entire crop!

• Farmers will have no say in what level the royalty is set at!

• Farmers will have no say in how the royalty money is used

• AAFC funded Seed Synergy to advance anti-citizen privatization model that would transfer 

wealth from farmers to corporations.

• Public interest element is being sidelined to create a system that gives priority to private 

commercial interests.

•



: 
SETTING THE STAGE

• 1985-87: fragmentation and weakening of 

regulatory agencies

• 1988: Railways draft the rail operating rules

• 1995: massive budget cuts to Transport 

Canada 

• 1995: CN Privatization : CP/CN sell off 

unprofitable lines. Montreal Maine & Atlantic



SETTING THE STAGE [CONT’D]

• 1995: NAFTA: investor rights protection 

• 2001: safety management systems: company self-

regulation 

• 2004-05: smart regulation policy, erosion of safety-first 

principles

• 2006-13:  Harper, red tape reduction, deregulation on 

steroids

• 2012- Harper Regulatory Policy: One for one rule, 



CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT 
REGULATORY POLICY [2012]

• Red Tape Reduction report

• Risk management and cost-benefit replace  precautionary  

principle.

• Competiveness considerations sideline “safety first” 
obligations.

• Burden of proof shifts from corporations  to regulators

• Central review body, multiple review layers, 

• One-for-one rule



THE DIE IS CAST

• Oil by rail boom peaking in 2012-13:

• Rail & oil industry block regulations to cope with growing 

danger

• Government wilful blindness to dangers. Slashes safety 

budgets

• Irving Oil decides to buy Bakken shale oil; contracts with CP

• CP subcontracts to Montréal Marine Atlantic Railway 

• General Rule M: MMA gains permission from Transport 

Canada to operate its trains with a single crewmember:



AFTERMATH: THE RESPONSE

• Crisis of confidence: government failure to to fulfill 

its safety obligations

• Blame game focused on last link in the chain: 

locomotive engineer.

• Panic at Transport Department, flurry of safety

measures announced; 

• Unprecedented lobbying activity by industry to 

block, delay, dilute, reverse proposed regulations.



AFTERMATH:
SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

• Prohibited single person crew operations 

• Eliminated most unsafe tank cars and developed  

strengthened car design. [enough?]

• Strengthened insurance requirements [enough?]

• Speed restrictions and identify  key routes [enough?]

• Train securement rules, unattended trains [inadequate]

• Emergency response  measures [sufficient?]

• Fatigue management rules [inadequate]



WHERE DOES THE BUCK STOP?

• Three front-line workers charged. Acquitted. 

Company executives, owner, not charged.

• No one held accountable in industry or government

• Transportation Safety Board report unanswered 

questions. 

• Governments refuse to hold independent judicial 

inquiry.



MAJOR SAFETY RISKS REMAIN

• Tank cars, volatility of oil 

• Length/weight of trains, condition of tracks, inspections, etc.  

• Fatigue management

• Train Securement 

• Emergency preparedness 

• Transparency: access to information; commercial 

confidentiality 

• Rail safety oversight: insufficient resources

• Regulatory capture still in effect.



CN STRIKE

• For workers, the major issue is safety, notably fatigue management. CN 

pushing in the opposite direction. 

• Fatigue was a contributing factor in the Lac -Mégantic disaster

• TSB has warned of inadequate fatigue practices by railways. Fatigue a 

major cause in 16  major rail accidents since 1994.

• TSB has placed fatigue on its Watchlist since 2016

• In-house TC report warns railways not reducing safety risks associated 

with fatigue

• Transport Minister Garneau has urged companies to improve their fatigue 

management practices. Very disappointed with their responses.

• Will profit win over safety?



TRUDEAU GOVERNMENT 
REGULATORY POLICY [2018]

• Marginal changes to Harper policy

• Retained one-for-one rule 

• Broke promise regarding greater information access and transparency

• Regulatory capture remains in place

• Regulators must consider “efficiency and economic growth” when proposing 
new regulations or reviewing existing regulations

• New NAFTA strengthens regulatory capture.

• focuses on trade and investment rather than health and safety purpose.

• retroactive review of regulations triggered by industry and petition for 

repeal. 

• annual list of  forthcoming regulation. subject to challenge from companie

• Red tape for regulators



DEREGULATION:  TRUMP 
ADMINISTRATION

• 3-for-1 rule

• Allowed single person crews.

• Delayed regulations limit train length/weight on tracks

• Blocked regulations requiring oil companies to stabilize 

volatile oil before loading onto trains. 

• Repealed requirement for modern brake systems 

• Proposed regulations allowing transport of LNG by rail



MEASURES TO REDUCE/ELIMINATE 
REGULATORY CAPTURE

• Prioritize capture as a threat to public health, safety and environment

• Identify sectors where regulatory capture is prevalent ; develop measures to 

counter.

• Restore resources available to regulatory agencies

• Shift from cozy relationship to one of appropriate tension  

• Build in-house professional analytical and research expertise

• Curb the revolving door: robust conflict of interest provisions; whistleblower 

protections 

• Mandate greater transparency and public information disclosure 

• Greater regulatory independence from political control. [through 

• Greater parliamentary scrutiny of regulations

• Strengthen regulatory compliance and enforcement measures.



MEASURES TO REDUCE/ELIMINATE 
REGULATORY CAPTURE [CONT’D]

• Eliminate one-for-one rule. Precautionary principle over risk management . 

• In regulatory consultation process, encourage participation of farm groups, 

labour, citizens groups, municipalities etc.; fund interventions.

• Strengthen personal liability legal regime for corporate executives 

• Restrict corporate political donations

• Stop disparagement of regulations  as red tape, a “silent job killer.” Protective 
benefit of regulations far outweigh costs to business.  

• Educate the public/media about corporate capture risks to safety

• The power of citizens, workers, farmers, environmental advocacy 

groups to challenge and roll back regulatory capture is key.



HAVE THE LESSONS OF LAC-
MÉGANTIC BEEN LEARNED?

• What lessons have been learned by       

regulator? By industry? 

• Regulatory capture relationship unchanged

• Over time people forget disasters’ 
underlying causes, notably regulatory 

capture.

• Then it happens again


